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If the 1980s could be said to be bracketed by the assassination of John Lennon in
the streets of New York at the beginning, (effectively marking the end of the dream
of the 60s) and bracketed at the end, by the fall of the Berlin Wall, (marking the
beginning of the nightmare of the New World Order). Which we don’t seem to
have quite woken up from two decades later.
The 1980s for TheatreWorks, were bracketed by the inauguration of the company
in February 1981, and the death of Caz Howard in 1990, whose tragically early
passing marked the end of its first iteration.
So I wanted to tell the TheatreWorks story partly to honour Caz’s memory - and
Peter Sommerfeld’s - and all the other theatreworkers we’ve since lost .To
celebrate the achievement of the company they helped found and kept going
against all the headwinds.
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I also undertook this study because I also wanted to understand the source of that
strange kind of exuberance that I’d felt standing in the middle of Storming Mont
Albert By Tram, on one of its more boisterous nights, my hands covered in tomato
sauce (more about that in a moment) the audience hooting with laughter all around
me, like over excited sporting fanatics, cheering on certain characters and shouting
others down..
It seemed that in those moments we had stumbled on something in the location
plays that galvanized spectators like no other theatrical event I’d ever experienced.
And I wanted to find out why and how this had come about.
The empowerment of an audience who is in on the joke, and complicit with the
actors in a performative occupation of space is a wonderful thing to behold. And it
was not only fun to witness and be part of, it was economically viable. The Tram
Show for e.g. ultimately became self-supporting, playing over a dozen years to
some 20,000 passengers in both Melbourne and Adelaide, across around 400
performances and generating in today’s figures roughly a million dollars at the box
office – while trambulating a distance that would have taken it almost halfway
around the world.
It was the location play par excellence and its immediate and enduring popularity
was instrumental in leading to an outbreak of similar plays in real places in
Melbourne throughout the 1980s that included boats, buses, trams, gaols, houses,
pubs, parks and gardens, shopping centres, factories, scout halls, footy club
dressing rooms and courts of law.
These were works that now comfortably sit under the rubric of “site-specific
theatre” and from all I can discover, they were at the cutting edge of what was
happing globally in this field at the time – although the term itself has become
problematic – and other descriptors such as these
site-generic, site-responsive, site-sensitive, location, locative, inter-active, spacespecific, place-specific, site-based, site-suggestive, environmental, pop-up,
immersive, ecological, placial, post-dramatic, live-art, interactive, metadrama,
experiential and promenade theatre ?
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Sometimes it feels a bit like a bad case of post-dramatic stress disorder…but all
these terms also compete to describe what, for the purposes of this paper are
essentially spoken word dramas produced in real places, found or otherwise.
While there are important and fine distinctions here between works appropriate to
only one site and others that could be staged in a number of similar places, or even
plays that are simply given a unique alfresco setting, like the many Shakespear’s in
the park or the local quarry.
The more important questions are, I believe: how and why did Melbourne’s
location plays become so popular with audiences? Plays which were contemporary
with other pioneering site specific works by now iconic companies such as Brith
Gof in Wales and Necessary Angel in Canada…?
So the goal of this thesis has been to not only document an overlooked chapter in
the Australian theatre story, but also to propose a set of critical tools with which
we might more appropriately evaluate this new and still evolving form of theatre.
In addition to the usual issues surrounding script, performance and direction,
matters of authenticity (spatial relations) and complicity (audience relations) also
need to be addressed. In other words, we now need to ask, I believe, not only were
the script and performances any good, but how convincingly does a particular story
inhabit its place of performance, and almost as a consequence, how readily does an
audience go along for the ride.
Because, within the frisson that occurs when various social and narrative spaces
collide, these qualities of authenticity and complicity shape a whole new set of
resonances that open up not only between the actors and their audience, breaking
through theatre’s fourth wall, but within the audience themselves (what may be
called the fifth wall) and between both parties and outside reality sometimes
looking back in, which is a kind of sixth wall.
Thus in addition to sight and hearing, these new engagements can theoretically
embrace all of our receptive potential, adding touch, taste and smell– and even a
kind of sixth sense in what we might call in the absence of better evidence, the
pheromone effect. All this can be available to the site-specific practitioner – part of
the performative palette.
The ‘art of theatre’ to use Adolphe Appia’s descriptor, is clearly a living thing, and
as with any vibrant organism, its processes function in a state of constant
evolution, all in response to the narratives, technologies and socio-political zeit or
this case S-I-T-E-geist in which it unfolds.
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The zeitgheist unfolding around TheatreWorks in the early 1980s, was the
Community Theatre movement: the idea of taking theatre out into the suburbs and
regions and holding the mirror up as it were, to the lives of ordinary Australians.

This group of unlikely suspects, all recent graduates from the VCA in 1980,
(except for Chi who wasn’t a voting member although present at most meetings
unfortunately), incorporated themselves as a self- governing ensemble officially
called The Eastern Suburbs Community Theatre Co (as one director observed, not
exactly a monika designed to have people clamoring at the box office). But the
group always traded as TheatreWorks and was officially reincorporated as such in
1986.
From interviews with the key surviving players and from my personal observation,
Peter Sommerfeld and Caz Howard were very much the initiating partnership -- the
spark as it were that set TW flame going, but within the ensemble there was also
the very strong feminist triumvirate of Suzi Fraser, Caz and Hannie Rayson -driving shows such as Women of Three Generations, Herstory, Mary, Room To
Move etc. But it was always hard for the funding bodies to get their heads around
the idea of an ‘artistic directorate’ and this democratic insistence probably held
TW back from general funding for several years.
But right from the start the intention to reach into the suburban heartland and to do
it in a non-hierarchical way. To quote from one of the many funding applications:
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“to create work which is pertinent to contemporary Australian lives, and to
r
eflect the energies of urban life. TW aimed to make its work both “celebratory and
disturbing, and also sought to explore new actor audience relationships and thereby
to quote “maximise the possibilities of the audience/participants both identifying
with the work, and evaluating the broader issues at stake”. A fairly Brechtian
ambition in fact.

The short story is that over the succeeding decade – 1980s -- TheatreWorks,
produced by my count, some 28 original plays almost half of which would be
classically site-specific --the definitional instability of the term notwithstanding.
These are just a handful of the location plays.
This experiment began for TheatreWorks members while they were still students at
the VCA with Fefu and Her Friends staged in an art deco house in Elwood. It ran
on into the 1990s with on-going productions of The Tram Show in its final
iterations under the banner of The Really Moving Theatre Company.
In creating this body of work the company effectively enacted Artaud’s 1930s call
to “engulf” the audience. Later, Peter Brook would remove all the clutter by
reducing the theatrical act back to its basic triad of performer, onlooker and stage,
while Grotowski and Schechner began filling Brook’s empty stage by mixing
performers and onlookers in a common playing area, albeit still in a purpose built
‘laboratory’ setting. What TheatreWorks, WEST, The Mill, Home Cooking,
MRPG and other Melbourne and Regional Victorian companies did in the early
1980s was take Grotowski and Schecner’s experiment out of the laboratory and
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into the real world. And this is what makes them I would argue, quietly
revolutionary. Certainly at the cutting edge internationally.

This is obviously still a work in progress, and curiously, even Austage still doesn’t
seem to list site-specific theatre as a genre category. There’s installation and
interactive, and site-specific shows up certain productions…

There were also productions in a magistrates courts such as John Clark and Ross
Stevenson’s
An Enquiry Into the Lack of Corruption in the Victorian Police Force and I’m still
working on the details there… But the important thing to note is that Fefu for
example is being produced in an art deco house in Tennyson Street Elwood in
1979 two years before John Krizanc’s internationally renowed Tamara and even
Brith Gof’s first site- specific play Brawen in Harlech Castle both premiering in
1981.
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The point is that in their historical context these plays are not only globally
significant, but in their spatial experiment, and the progression of spaces
performatively occupied, they reveal a clear aesthetic evolution. Interestingly, most
involve some kind of movement of either their stage their audience or both. So
along with notions of authenticity and containerization, mobility also becomes a
key organizing factor.
If we look at some of the site-specific companies recently active in the UK alone

As you can see there is a certain post-punk quality to the labeling, and it should be
pointed out that not all of these groups are exclusively site-specific, and again, this
is still very much a work in progress, but there can be little doubt the epicenter of
the S-I-T-E-geist in theatre practice has now shifted to the UK and Europe.
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Scotland’s was the first of the UK National theatres to go site-specific with their
inaugural production of Home. And here they teamed up with another Scottish sitespecific company, Grid Iron to produce another show in Edinburgh Airport in
2007.
Now Miwon Kwon and Nick Kaye argue that the European & American examples
descend from mimimalism in the visual arts, in particular from performance art,
which in itself can trace a genealogy back through political street theatre,
happenings of the 1960s, and even the first explosions and Futurism out of the
galleries and into the streets, at the beginning of the 20th Century, of DADA – not
for the first or last time.
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Melbourne’s Site-specific practice derives as well, I would argue from the
practices of independent film making, where dramatic scenes were performed in
real places out of budgetary necessity as much as from a desire to appropriate
public space for dramatic purposes. In TheatreWorks’ case both Caz and I had
previously worked on a film about the dismissal of the Whitlam Government

Exits mixed dramatically reconstructed scenes inside a semi-real time documentary
account of les événements of November 11, 1975. So the idea of performing
fictional scenes in real places was really nothing new. The complicating factor was
to do it in real time in a properly contained space.
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TheatreWork’s first technically site-specific production (in the sense that the
diegetic space of the story authentically inhabited its place of performance) was the
Go Anywhere (within reason) Show in 1981.
This play, about a homeless middle class family, was spatially aligned with the
place of performance in so far as the Dickens: Dick, Dolly, Darryl, Deidre and
Desdemona were allegedly on an extended camping holiday to cover over their
desperate financial plight. Thus the shopping centre, or church hall or school in
which the Dickens tent was pitched and around which the performance took place,
was potentially their place of abode for the night.
Robyn Laurie who directed the play had been witness to les evenements de Mai
1968 in Europe, had studied Grotowski and Schechner over there and brought back
a very physical style to the show, creating larger than life characters in the best
Commedia tradition. However because of the dispersed nature of audiences in
public places such as shopping centres, the element of containerization in The Go
Anywhere Show was still a work in progress. As in most traditional theatre,
audiences remained essentially separate from the action, looking on from outside a
performative circle centered in and around the tent. To this extent their subjectivity
was more assumed than fashioned.
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The quantum leap in forming audience subjectivites was to make them complicit in
the action with the performers as fellow passengers on a tram journey and
Storming Mont Albert By Tram soon became the location play par excellence. It
had a secure but permeable container, it moved through a constantly changing
landscape, so mobility went with the territory, and the subjectivity of its audience
was easily fashioned around their fellow passenger status but could also take on
different forms in relation to a random outside gaze looking back in. Again they
were in on the joke.
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This photo was taken during a publicity shoot at the end of one performance with
the cast lined up in the doorway. Traffic rules dictate passing cars must stop to
allow passengers to safely cross the road. So the people in the car here somewhat
gobsmacked by the odd array of characters popping out of this tram’s doorway.
This is what I call penetrating theatre’s 6th wall.
Trams and busses were not only perfect theatrical containers, being both permeable
and safely enclosed, they immediately implicated their audiences as passengers
who can follow the action as it happens all around them and as it frequently leaves
vehicle to invade the space of the street outside.
Additionally the proximal relations of cast and audience allowed a range of senses
to be engaged. To give just two quick examples.
The sense of smell.
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This is the tomato sauce moment I spoke about before, where the ticket inspector
now accidentally stabs the ‘derro’ character in an inept tussle over a retractable
plastic toy knife, originally brought on by the punk. The inspector turns to face the
audience with his hands smeared in a red viscous substance. The fact that the
audience can already smell that it is tomato sauce amplifies their enjoyment of his
discomfiture. Their Brechtian subjectivity tells them this is a performance and fake
blood is to be expected. However, in a twist on the ‘generic credibility’ of fake
bleeding (as identified by Nevitt 87), this is really meant to be tomato sauce, since
it stems from the derro’s meat pie (put under his coat to keep it warm and
accidentally smashed up in there by Morris). As a result, with sauce all over his
hands, the ‘stage character’ Morris acts perfectly within what is generically
credible for a theatre performance and ‘mistakes’ the sauce for blood. The
audience experience of this moment comes from the collision of, and disjunction
between, all these sensory perceptions. Like an alternating current that creates
electricity, complex, sensually rich, information exchanges are taking place as
fiction resonates with(in) reality.
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Another sense available to the SS practitioner is that of touch.

When the ticket inspector sacks the ‘connie’, Alice Katranski, for gross dereliction
of duty– specifically, for failing to sell a ticket to the punk character. In her grief,
Alice literally throws herself sobbing loudly onto the nearest passenger and that
person responds here with what looks like sympathy, tempered by shock and
hysterical disbelief that this could actually be happening to her. In fact, the
audience member mirrors Alice’s surrendering gesture by turning her own cheek
onto the ‘passenger’ next to her, extending the hug. If Diderot’s fourth wall in
theatre is what separates an audience from the stage, then this moment in The Tram
Show effectively breaks through a ‘fifth wall’ that obtains between audience
members themselves. In this example therefore, the architecture of the interpersonal correspondence between performer and spectator, and between the
spectators themselves, has shifted some distance from that which is normally
available in a theatre that privileges vision.
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Here a form of Boal’s invisible theatre colonized the streets of Melbourne and on
one memorable night event intersected with Rod Quantok’s equally mobile show
Bus Son of Tram.

This surreal collision on the 26th February 1982 and I can pretty confidently claim
that in no other city in the world at this time could the performative spaces of two
separate plays collide like this -- like random black holes (or Foucauldian
heterotopia) floating through the urban landscape. In a later interview for Really
Moving Drama Rod alleges that the encounter was completely accidental but I’m
pretty sure he kept his busses waiting for the ambush (it was our opening night)
and in any case they blocked the tram tracks.
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Which of course meant that our story couldn’t go forward until the tram itself did.
Because of course the narrative itself, in another spatial parallel was intimately
connected to the streets through which it moved.
What followed was an outbreak of site-specific practice in Melbourne that is only
now being replicated in the UK and elsewhere. So in the time remaining just to
give you quick overview of the range of shows produced in Melbourne at the
time…
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The Boat Show was the third example in the TheatreWorks’ location theatre
oeuvre but it had a more artificial quality than its trambulating predecessor and was
in much less immediately contact with the outside world. A river bank is not as
accessible to a party boat as a city street is to a passing tram, and therefore the Boat
Show, while mobile, was much less permeable. Entrances and exits were therefore
had to be more carefully stage managed.
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Such as the return of the Greek frenchmaid by means of a commandeered rubber
dingy after interval.
Part of the problem of Breaking Up In Balwyn derives from the play being, in a
sense, too “closed in on itself”: an island both aesthetically and spatially. It was
simply a bit too contained. The premise of the play was that it was a divorce
celebration, a kind of inverted wedding party set aboard a boat hired for the
occasion. Here the audience’s subjectivity was framed by their being the invited
friends and family of Samantha and Nigel, the gay divorcee and her new boyfriend.
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The Boat Show applied similar site-specfic strategies to the Tram in engaging
senses of touch, taste and smell with which to fashion the audience’s subjectivity
and aid their immersion in the plays events. This involved serving drinks and
‘divorce cake’, in addition to showing home movies and exploring haptic space by
mixing characters and ‘guests’ in an anti-bridal waltz.
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Moving from tents to trams to boats and finally to houses, public and private, the
next location play in the TW canon was Living Rooms in 1986
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Here, in contrast to the plays on public transport, the stages remained static while
the audience moved. ‘Linden’, was a once grand Victorian mansion built over a
century earlier by Moritz Michaelis, a prosperous leather goods merchant. Later it
declined to a 26 room boarding house and by 1986 had been purchased by St.
Kilda council for restoration as an art gallery.
In synch with this chronology, the three acts of Living Rooms were each set in one
of the large, downstairs rooms, and evoke a key moment in the building’s (and the
nation’s) history. These three periods and the characters that embody them,
eventually collide in a surreal denouement (literally a collision of time and space)
in the hallway.

In this way the house itself becomes a palimpsest for distinctive historical
formations and the audience’s subjectivity is formed by different methodologies of
viewing, casting them variously as ghosts or guests, scrutineers and hidden
voyeurs, or simply fellow audience members attending ‘a performance art event’.
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In one act, set during Linden’s aristocratic heyday and located in the heterochrony
of 1900, spectators were arranged around four sides of an open playing area sitting
as largely unacknowledged ‘guests’ at a farewell party for Lt. Michael Deegan who
is about to sail with the second Victorian contingent to the Boer War. The audience
are present physically but absent from the narrative at the same time, positioning
them within an ambiguous, almost ghost-like point of view: there but not there.
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A second act, set during Linden’s boarding house iteration, is located within the
heterochrony of 1972 on the eve of Gough Whitlam’s election as Prime Minister.
Set in a ‘Flatette’ during Linden’s boarding house decline, the audience are
positioned behind a light scrim and thus rendered invisible to the actors and cast as
agents of a panoptic gaze. In this way their mode of viewing is impeded or filtered,
literally, by the scrim. Here they are also present as witnesses, but now in an even
more extreme and distancing manner as if looking in on some form of social
experiment, like trainee medicos observing an operation, or a team of detectives
scrutinizing an interrogation through a one way mirror. Just as the Drawing Room
Act delivered a colonial occupation within a heterotopia of elegance and wealth,
the prevailing subjectivity in the Flatette is one of unease.
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A third act (but not necessarily witnessed in this order) is projected slightly into the
future (from 1986) to the Bicentennial Year (1988), where Linden has finally been
resurrected from its boarding house decline and transformed into an art gallery (as
it currently remains). Here the audience were mixed with actors as fellow attendees
at an historical exhibition, a self-described ‘location theatre’, or performance art
event’,
This late Twentieth Century make-over of Linden as a public gallery was
emblematic of the re-gentrification that the surrounding suburb was currently
going through, and which TheatreWorks itself, by virtue of its growing profile, had
become a key cultural agent. Consequently, the building itself contained an
embedded history within which the fiction of the play could resonate.
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Two years before Living Rooms , Home Cooking had produced a play in a house
in Fitzroy. Here the audience were essentially static but they could witness via
windows mirrors and video, scenes that happened both inside and outside the
house, in other rooms as well as out in the backyard.
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A year after Looking In, TheatreWorks, by way of introducing itself into the St.
Kilda community produced a play in the Gerswhin Room of St. Kilda’s Espy
Hotel. Like some local bands of the time Eat The Rich achieve a success beyond
their ability to cope and here the audience get to watch them implode on stage as
they worked their way through a typical pub concert.
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Here again characters were salted in among the audience as bouncers and even a
groupie who claims to be pregnant to one of the band members as she quietly tries
to sell the audience what looks like drugs.
The success of TheatreWorks’ location plays was to establish a practice of sitespecific theatre across Melbourne’s alternative and community theatre companies
(including WEST, MRPG, Gilgul, Home Cooking, The Mill etc. that persisted
throughout the 1980s and even continues to this day.
And so to return to the place from whence we came and to perhaps know it for the
first time …
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I find quite remarkable, that two months ago, three decades after our location
theatre experiment started, I was able to attend a TheatreWorks supported event
called Hullo My Name Is… written and performed by Nicola Gunn. where, upon
arrival, I am given my own name tag as a ticket of entry and invested with the
assumed role of someone needing to attend a Community Centre (which is what
the TheatreWorks space as Parish Hall essentially is).
At one point, armed with a megaphone, Nicola leads us out of the building into the
random reality of Acland Street for a short promenade where she reflects out loud
to all and sundry on the pain of being an artist, even going down on one knee on
the footpath to embellish a point. Back at the ‘community centre’ (Parish Hall) she
singles out and then lies on top of an audience member, engaging haptic space to
the maximum by deploying what she calls the ‘body blanket’ manoeuvre. Then she
hands out art materials for a life drawing class and poses for us clad only in her
radio microphone, all the while continuing a monologue that relates an unfolding
story of love, identity, longing and the pain of loneliness.
Now I readily accept that this might not be everybody’s idea of a great night out in
the theatre. But I was amused, intrigued, and a little bit shocked (at the body
blanket manoeuvre– perhaps more relieved that it wasn’t me). I knew I didn’t have
to take part in any of this unless I really wanted to, and in any case I readily
enough found myself holding hands with complete strangers while we all stood
with eyes closed in a big circle (But I’m Byron Bay and do a lot of yoga so I’m
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fairly balance about haptic space – please feel free to hug me at any time.
Passionate kisses might have to be negotiated)

In the best traditions of the site-specific genre, Hullo My Name Is… is a play about
personal isolation that nevertheless creates personal connections not only between
Nicola and her audience (at times quite intimately so), but also within the audience
themselves, again smashing through theatre’s fifth wall. As in earlier Theatre
Works’ plays I became part of a community of the audience, something not
available to the individual spectator at a sight-specific event– whether screen based
or live. Not surprisingly Hullo My Name Is… won the 2012 Fringe Award for best
“Experimental Performance.”
In summary, the point about all the plays under discussion are :
*They succeed in providing new ways of presenting & experiencing dramatic
stories.
*They do this by fashioning different and subtle new subjectivities for their
audiences.
*The organizing principles are: containerization, authenticity, complicity and
mobility.
*Their proximal engagements also allow the deployment of a range of senses
beyond
sight and hearing.
*They can unfold in an unlimited number of spatial configurations.
And therefore,
*Offer ever more inventive ways of occupying space for performative purposes.
*They use existing spaces and are therefore relatively inexpensive to put on.
* Consequently, most of the investment goes into people and ideas
(instead of real estate).
Perhaps most importantly, they restore a certain Benjaminian aura to the theatre
and the business of popular entertainment generally in an age where the visionprivileged/screen-dominated, digital revolution produces only virtual audiences for
cyber spaces –the very antithesis of the social spaces under the microscope here.
(Although digital inter-connectivity has already been co-opted as a means of
gathering in live audiences for performances. The United Kingdoms’ Blast Theory
company is internationally recognised known for this kind of work. )
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In any case, if the ‘art of theatre’ is to find new expressivities, if it is going to be
more than just a bunch of voyeurs gawking at a mob of exhibitionists, it needs to
embrace the site-specific experience and profitably explore the infinite number of
ways in which fiction can be playfully staged in real places.
Thank you.
(4604)

